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Introduction
Typefi® Publish provides automatic composition of documents using a 
workflow where XML content is processed and interpreted to build InDesign 
CS6 (and Creative Cloud) documents based on a job template that is itself an 
InDesign document. To allow for customization of this automatic process, a 
scripting interface is provided that allows user scripts to be run at key points 
in the composition process. The terminology “Designer Script Events” is 
used to describe these key moments. The Publish engine recognizes them 
as it composes a job and if the Job Options call for custom scripts to be run 
then it hands over control to those scripts at the appropriate times.

To avoid scripters having to “reinvent the wheel” in each script, Typefi’s scripting engineers 
have created a suite of event-handling scripts and event-specific frameworks. These 
provide a uniform way of assembling event-scripts so they can be run in a predictable 
fashion with a well-defined set of information about the job at hand and with a set 
of services for communicating with the user through the job log. They also allow for 
interactive operation of these scripts during development and testing.

Usually, event scripts are summoned into action by using the Override Script Presets check 
box in Job Options to display the Scripting interface. It has three sections: Job Scripts, 
Designer Scripts and Script Arguments. The first relates to xslt transforms; it cannot be 
used to run JavaScripts. The Designer Scripts section allows the user to name scripts to be 
run at each of the events. Simply type into the appropriate field the path to the script you 
want to run at any particular event.

Quick-Start Guide to  
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While Publish does support running more than one script at an event by allowing you to 
type the names of more than one script into those fields, Typefi’s scripting team prefers 
to continue the established mechanism of having event-handling scripts named for the 
events that in turn run any scripts found in the folder of the same name. This makes it 
easier to manage the scripts and to create new job options. As a convenience to customers 
who might be running legacy versions of Typefi Publish, all scripts converted to CS6 
operation by Typefi have “_6” added to their names as a suffix.

The Script Arguments field can be used to pass text information to user scripts. It can also 
be used to control the level of information that scripts pass back to the job log. During 
production, the engine itself provides three levels of information, dubbed Info, Warning 
and Error, with errors causing a job to be aborted. Scripts can pass up to six levels of 
information: Trace, Debug, Info, Warning, Error and Cancel. See the description of the 
logMessage function for more on this.

Scripting Components
There are three components provided in the scripting suite: 

 ■ Pre-compiled event-handling scripts, 
 ■ TPSevServe_6.jsx, the event-servicing library,
 ■ Event script frameworks.

Event-Handling Scripts
Source code for the event-handling scripts can be made available but we strongly advise 
against modifying those scripts because of the dependency that the whole structure has 
upon their operation.

At the time of writing, the follow event-handling scripts have been developed and tested:

 ■ BookStart_6.jsxbin
 ■ BookEnd_6.jsxbin
 ■ DocumentEnd_6.jsxbin
 ■ DocumentStart_6.jsxbin
 ■ IndexEnd_6.jsxbin
 ■ IndexStart_6.jsxbin
 ■ PageEnd_6.jsxbin
 ■ PageStart_6.jsxbin
 ■ SectionEnd_6.jsxbin
 ■ SpillEnd_6.jsxbin
 ■ SpreadEnd_6.jsxbin
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While this doesn’t cover the complete spectrum of events, it does cover all the ones that 
are generally in use in scripting projects around the world. They each expect to find a 
folder of scripts to be run at the corresponding event named for the event handler. For 
example, the folder for the page.end scripts should be named “PageEnd_6”.

TPSevServe_6.jsx Event Servicing Library
The bulk of the code in this library relates to generating an emulation of the TYPEFI object 
so that scripts being developed to be run as part of a job can be developed and tested 
interactively  most likely from within ExtendScript Toolkit but also from InDesign’s Scripts 
Panel. If, like the members of the Typefi scripting team, you are prepared to live within the 
constraints of the myTPS object (see the description of the frameworks, below) and use 
that to interact with the object of interest—be it the currently ‘active’ document, a story, 
index, page, spread or section within that document, or a book—then you do not need to 
study this code deeply to make progress on the task you are focusing on.

Your most common use of a component within TPSevServe_6 will be to call the 
logMessage function with messages for the user. When running a job, logged messages 
are added to the Typefi job log or they can be redirected to a text scriptlog file (see the 
discussion below on the Script Arguments field). A new feature of the Typefi Publish engine 
is that such messages are now immediately added to the log. Consequently, if something 
goes wrong (particularly during script development), no messages are lost.

During interactive script development, you can choose to have script messages delivered 
to you in a variety of ways. They can be directed to any of the following:

 ■ Alert messages
 ■ ExtendScript Toolkit’s JavaScript Console
 ■ A text log file
 ■ The Typefi JavaScript Console

The specific mechanism for choosing among these is contained in the frameworks, see 
below.

Calling logMessage
When running jobs in the Typefi Publish automated environment, three levels of log 
message are provided by the engine. Info messages provide status reports about the 
progress of the job. Warning messages indicate that something is wrong with the job but 
it’s not so serious that the job needs to be abandoned. Error messages are used when 
something is sufficiently wrong that the job cannot proceed. While the engine does offer 
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Debug messages, these are not available during normal production. They are used by 
Typefi engineers to develop and test the engine itself.

When working with custom scripts, a similar spectrum of message levels is useful, so 
the logMessage function provides six levels named trace, debug, info, warning, error, 
and cancel.  When issuing a logMessage function call, a script provides two parameters, 
the first indicates the level of the message while the second is the message itself (as a 
JavaScript String). For example:

logMessage(“info”, “Initiating Process”);

The concept is that for normal operation, just like the Publish engine, info messages and 
above would be delivered while debug and trace messages are suppressed. This allows 
you to leave debugging and tracing calls in your code in production scripts so that should 
an unexpected error occur during production a job can be rerun to include these more 
detailed messages.

To facilitate support of these six levels of message during job runs, the following mapping 
occurs:

Cancel An error is thrown with the number property set to the special string: “TPS-Job-
Canceled-By-Script” and the message property set to the value of the message 
parameter. This causes the Engine to stop the job and issue the message to the log (or 
to a dialog if running interactively). Cancellation messages are never redirected to the 
scriptLog.

Error The message is prefixed with “Error: ” \and the level is mapped to “warn”. Thus, script 
errors appear in the job log as warnings with the word Error prepended to facilitate 
searching the log in a browser.

Warn The message is prefixed with “Warning: ”. The level is untouched.

Info The message is simply passed through to the log with no changes to the text or the 
level.

Debug The message is prefixed with “Debug: ” and the level is mapped to “info”.

Trace The message is prefixed with “Trace: ” and the level is mapped to “info”.

Script Arguments Field
This field in Job Options is available for passing directives to both the scripting system and 
to individual scripts. The characters “:” (colon), “;” (semicolon) and “,” (comma) are used as 
separators. The semicolon separates entries while within entries the colon separates labels 
from values. The comma is used to separate an array of values associated with the same 
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label. All labels in the field must be unique because they become visible to scripts in the 
form of properties of the object TYPEFI.job.scriptEvents.args.

Logging Labels
The labels cancel, error, warn, info, debug and trace are used to control the script-logging 
level. Look at the function getLogLevelFrom(args) in TPSevServe_6 to see how these labels 
are managed. A value in the range 1–6 is recorded in the property TYPEFI.job.scriptEvents.
scriptLogLevel. 

In addition to using the job interface to control this value, an individual script could 
change the value, for example to do some intensive tracing of a particular part of its logic. 
Should this be done, the script would be responsible for resetting the value when the 
tracing is over.

Other labels recognized by the scripting system are: scriptLog and console.

scriptLog This directive instructs the logMessage function to deliver 
messages to a scriptLog file in the Job folder rather than 
to intermix them with engine messages in the Job Log. An 
optional value can be applied to control the name of the 
generated file, e.g.: scriptLog: FinalTest

console This directive causes messages to be sent to either the 
ExtendScript Toolkit JavaScript Console or the Typefi JavaScript 
Console—the default is ExtendScript Toolkit. The Typefi 
JavaScript Console can only be used during interactive testing.

Event Script Frameworks
There’s a specific script framework for each event (although they don’t yet all exist—we 
create them as needs must and there has been no demand for some of them yet. This is 
a departure from previous practice where just two frameworks served all purposes. The 
reasons for the change are:

 ■ The TPSinteractiveSupport prototype in TPSevServe_6 needs to know which script event to simulate 
when called during interactive development and testing.

 ■ The specific parameters passed to the main function of an event script vary according to the event.

The best way to understand the structure and features of the event scripts is to work 
through an example.
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Example PageEnd Script

Overview of Script
Let’s construct a script using the PageEnd_6 CustomScriptFramework. The script will run 
at the PageEnd event and its task will be to locate the main story frame on the page and 
change its height to a percentage of its standard height, the amount being passed into 
the job using a value in the Script Arguments field.

Note that this script example is intended to demonstrate scripting procedures and 
techniques, it is not intended to be a real example of what a PageEnd script might 
normally do.

Installation of Script Frameworks
Because of the #include statement near the start of each framework, there needs to be a 
specific relationship between the locations of event scripts and TPSevServe_6.jsx. While 
any user is welcome to change that #include statement to match his or her own set up, 
in the discussion that follows the assumption is made that scripts are installed using this 
structure (the screen capture is of a Macintosh file structure but the same structure applies 
equally well in Windows).

As you can see from the window title, the folder is titled “Script Workshop” but you can 
use any name.

Note: You may find it convenient to keep this folder on an external drive, especially since the script 
locations will remain the same within a local network.

This folder should also be used to hold projects. For each project, within its project folder, 
create folders for each event for which you plan to write event scripts. This will position 
them correctly for the #include statement that pulls in TPSevServe_6.

Let’s call our project, “Project_1”. We need a PageEnd_6 folder, and we need to copy the 
framework to the folder, but named for the script’s function. Use this procedure to do this:

 ■ Launch ExtendScript Toolkit (create a shortcut on your desktop or similar).
 ■ Open the framework you need (in this case, CustomScriptFramework-PageEnd_6.jsx).
 ■ Use Save As… to create the project and event folders and then save the script with an appropriate 

name. Let’s call our script MainFrameSizer.

You should end up with a hierarchy of folders in the file system that contain the project 
contents (see screenshot).

Script Workshop

Project 1 in the Script Workshop
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Given that this is the first time you’ve seen one of these frameworks, it is worthwhile 
spending a few moments looking it over. It has the following sections:

 ■ Description (line 1)
 ■ Copyright notice (lines 3 to 14)
 ■ Target engine setup (lines 16 to 17)
 ■ Self-calling anonymous function (lines 19 to 136).

Of course, all the interesting stuff is inside that anonymous function. The point of using 
an anonymous function is to protect the name space of other scripts running in the same 
session from anything that might be inside the function. Looking only at lines 19 and 131, 
the way to interpret it is as follows:

 ■ The external parentheses make whatever is inside them into a single statement, so when JavaScript is 
told to run this script, it runs that statement.

 ■ The bulk of the statement is the body of the anonymous function contained in the braces.
 ■ The pair of parentheses after the function body is regarded as a call of the anonymous function, so, 

having initiated the running of the external statement, the JavaScript engine now calls the anonymous 
function.

Now we’re ready to look at the contents of the function. It has the following parts:

 ■ Include statement (line 22) to pull in TPSevServe_6. This is inside the anonymous function to bring its 
functions into scope.

 ■ The main function (lines 24 to 68) is the actual body of what will be your script. It is currently called 
performFunction and when called it has a single object named myTPS as its solitary parameter. The 
comments immediately under the function head describe the properties of myTPS, which can be used 
as a global variable throughout your script.

 ■ Within the performFunction code, lines 54 to 66 are illustrative and currently unreachable because of 
the return statement on line 52. The comments describe how to use the two useful snippets contained 
there that relate to canceling jobs.

 ■ Support Services (lines 66 to 77). This is a somewhat anachronistic name in that originally our intention 
was to include many of the functions now in TPSevServe here in each script. A change of plan leaves 
us with just the getScriptFile function, which needs to be here so that when it is called from within 
ExtendScript Toolkit during interactive development the file name returned is indeed the script file 
we’re creating and not the TPSevServe_6 file.

 ■ Kick-off code (lines 78 to 131). This code is what’s run first when the anonymous function is called. You 
should avoid the temptation to edit this code because its purpose is to allow you to focus on crafting 
the script you need to write by editing the performFunction function. The one exception is that we will 
be changing the performFunction name to better reflect the purpose of the script and so we need to 
edit line 107 to use our new function name. But we’ll do that using a global find/change.
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Editing Our Script
We’re ready to start writing our script. The first three steps are:

 ■ Use Replace All in ExtendScript Toolkit’s Find and Replace dialog to change all three instances of the 
string “performFunction” to “sizeMainFrame”.

 ■ Update the description in line one to reflect the purpose of the script. We’ll change it to say “Resize the 
main frame of each page according to the size Script Parameter”.

 ■ Fix the value of scriptInfo on line 44, replacing “Script Name” with whatever name you want to 
appear in the log when the script introduces itself. Let’s use “Main Frame Sizer” and then adjust the 
version number.

I’ve saved a version of the sizeMainFrame script at this stage with the name 
MainFrameSizer_A.jsx.

During Publish job runs, the “Script Name” and version information is also logged to 
the job target (book or document) so information about which versions of which scripts 
were used to create a book or document can be extracted from the publication itself. For 
example, when inspecting a document generated by a job, you can issue: 

app.documents[0].extractLabel("TYPEFI.eventScripts");

Which for a job where a SpillEnd script and a couple of PageEnd scripts run produces:

Result: ({spillEnd:["Report Story Info version 6.0-1.0"], pageEnd:["Terminate On 
Empty version 6.0-1.0", "Add Keep version 6.0-1.0"]})

Interactive Testing
If your script is being run interactively, myTPS.interactive will be true. On line 35, 
we test this in order to provide a simulation of the Script Parameters because they don’t 
exist in interactive environments (whether using ExtendScript Toolkit or running from 
InDesign’s Scripts Panel). The interactiveLogController function in TPSevServe_6 
does this. You call it with a string that represents the contents of the Script Arguments 
field.

Line 36 is preset with four of the more likely strings you’ll normally choose to use. To 
choose among them, change the value of the index in the square brackets (originally set 
to choose the last string in the array).

In our case, we need a custom string to pass in the size. But given that this is going to be a 
relatively simple script, let’s have the messages be delivered as JavaScript alerts (which is 
the default for interactive runs because there is no job log in such cases). Thus, our string 
should be something like: “size: 80%”.
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To test that this string does indeed make it through to the args object, I created version B 
of the script. (See lines 36 and 51 to 53.)

Target InDesign!
You will almost certainly see a warning message the first time you try to run a script from 
within ExtendScript Toolkit…

This is caused by forgetting to change ExtendScript Toolkit to target InDesign. It always 
opens with itself as the target application and its engine cannot handle the targetengine 
directive in line 17. So, if you see this error, use the drop-down at the top-left of 
ExtendScript Toolkit’s window to target InDesign.

The first thing you will see is the announcement alert (see screenshot).

Notice that the announcement ‘alert’ is actually a JavaScript confirm dialog. This gives the 
interactive user the opportunity to click No and stop further running of the script. This 
is particularly useful if a script gets stuck in a long or even infinite loop that includes a 
message. It can be very tough to stop such a script if it uses JavaScript alert dialogs.

Assuming you click Yes, you’ll then see a dialog (see screenshot) which confirms that the 
pseudo-Script Arguments string was read and the value can be read by the script.

Complete Script
Version C of the script is one possible approach to this task. It is a primitive and relatively 
simple script, but should be enough of an example to get you on your way.

Deploying the Script
To deploy the script and run it as part of a job:

 ■ Locate the Scripts Panel folder inside the Scripts folder in your Adobe InDesign CS6 (or Adobe InDesign 
Server CS6) folder.

 ■ In it, create a folder named Project_1.
 ■ In the Project_1 folder create a folder named PageEnd_6.
 ■ Copy the file PageEnd_6.jsxbin from the EventServicers6 folder to the Project_1 folder.
 ■ Open the MainFrameSizer_C.jsx script in ExtendScript Toolkit and from the File menu choose Export as 

Binary....
 ■ Navigate to the PageEnd_6 folder and save the binary script in it.

Now, all the script files you need to run a Project_1 job are in place. Your Scripts Panel 
folder should contain the new ‘Project_1’ folder and sub-folder (see screenshot).

‘ESTK can’t run’ error

The Script Announcement alert

Size Property

The InDesign Scripts panel
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Finally, in your Typefi project’s job options:

 ■ Call for the event-servicing script to be run at PageEnd. This will automatically run your script from 
within the correctly-named PageEnd_6 folder.

Call for Script
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